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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this dissertation is to present a 
Lebesgue-Radon-Nikodym type decomposition for bounded 
and finitely additive set functions (measures) on a set 
algebra (XfS) (i.e. S is a collection of subsets of a set 
X t containing X and closed under finite union and comple­
mentation) and to distinguish between the basic nature of 
S-type (Stieltjes) and L-type (Lebeague) integration with 
respeot to a finitely additive set function. A bounded 
and finitely additive set function f on S is a real valued 
function on S such that 1) f(E + F) = f(E) + f(F) when each
of E and P is in S and E*F = 9 and 2) lub |f(E)| < oo. We
EeS
denote the class of all such functions by H(X,S) and, for 
each such function and eaoh set E in S, we set V+(f,E) = 
lub.[f(F);FeS, FCEj, V"(f,E) = glb.[f(F);FeS, PCE], and 
V(f,E) = V+(f,E) - V“ (f,E). The number V(f,E) is called 
the variation of f on E and for E = X defines a norm for 
H(X,S) under which H(X,S) is a NLC or Eanach space.
The principal results of this paper are Theorem 2.2 
where it is proved that if eaoh of f and g is in H(X,S), 
then there exist uniquely h and s in H(X,S) such that 1)
iv
f ss h + a, 2) h is absolutely continuous with respect to 
g (i.e. If e > 0, there exists a d > 0 such that if EeS and 
V(g,E) < d then V(h,E) < e), and 3) s is singular with 
respeot to g (i.e. if e > 0, there exists EeS suoh that 
V(g,E) < e and V(s, X - E) < e), and Theorem 4.2 which 
asserts that the natural setting of the L-type integral is 
a sigma algebra. It is apparent that, for each g in H(X,S), 
eaoh of H0(g) = [feH(X,S); f is absolutely continuous with 
respect to g on S] and He(g) = [feH(X,S); f is singular 
with respect to g on 3] is a subspace of H(£,S) and that 
Hc(g)*HB(g) = 0. Hence, from the point of view of linear 
space theory, the problem in Theorem 2.2 is to show that 
for each g, H(X,S) is the direct sum of Hc(g) and H8(g). 
Also, it will follow from our proof (cf. Corollary 2.2.1) 
that if (X,S) is a sigma algebra (i.e. S is closed under 
countable union) and g is completely additive on S (i.e. if 
is a sequence of pairwise disjoint elements of S, then 
£g(Ej.) = g(E%)), then there exists a g-summable function 
y on X such that h(E) = feydg for eaoh EeS. Thus, an 
implicit result of this paper is that, in general, the 
Radon-Nikodym theorem can always be regarded as a special 
case of a Lebesgue decomposition.
The proof presented of Theorem 2.2 is self contained.
In the third ohapter of this paper, wo outline an 
alternate proof using the theory of sequential weak 
convergence and compactness in the space H(X,S). We feel 
that this is of interest because our application of this 
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respect to a finitely additive set function. A bounded 
and finitely additive set function f on S is a real valued 
funotion on S such that 1) f(E + F) = f(E) + f(F) when each
of E and F is in S and E*F = 0 and 2) lub jf(E)| < oo. VSe
EeS
denote the class of all such funotions by H(X,S) and, for 
each such function and each set E in S, we set V*(ftE) = 
lub.[f(F);FeS, FCE], V“ (f,E) = glb.[f(F);FeS, FCE], and 
V(f,E) = V+U.E) - V-(f,E). The number V(f,E) is called 
the variation of f on E and for E = X defines a norm for 
H(X,S) under which H(X,S) is a NLC or 3anach space.
The prinolpal results of this paper are Theorem 2.2 
where it is proved that if each of f and g Is In H(X,S),
1
then there exist uniquely h and s in H(X,S) such that 1) 
f = h + s ,  2 ) h l s  absolutely continuous with respeot to 
g (i.e. if e > 0, there exists a d  > 0 such that if EeS and 
V(g,E) < d then V(h,E) < e), and 3) s is singular with 
respect to g (i.e. if e > 0, there exists EeS such that 
V(g,E) < e and V(b , X - E) < e), and Theorem 4.2 which 
asserts that the natural setting of the L-type Integral is 
a sigma algebra. It is apparent that, for each g in H(X,S)f 
each of H0(g) = [feH(X,S); f is absolutely continuous with 
respect to g on S] and H8(g) = [feH(XtS); f is singular 
with respect to g on S] is a subspace of H(X,S) and that 
H0(g)*Hfl(g) = 0. Hence, from the point of view of linear 
space theory, the problem in Theorem 2.2 is to show that 
for each g, H(X,S) is the direct sum of Hc(g) and Hg(g). 
Also, it will follow from our proof (cf. Corollary 2.2.1) 
that if (X,S) is a sigma algebra (i.e. S is closed under 
countable union) and g is completely additive on S (i.e. if 
{Ê } is a sequence of pairwise disjoint elements of S, then 
£g(Ej.) = g(£E^)), then there exists a g-summable function 
y on X such that h(E) = /Eydg for each EeS. Thus, an 
implicit result of this paper is that, in general, the 
Radon-Nikodym theorem can always be regarded as a special 
case of a Lebesgue decomposition.
The proof presented of Theorem 2.2 is self contained.
In the third chapter of this paper, wa outline an 
altarnata proof ualng the theory of sequential weak 
oonrergenoe and oompactness in the space H(X,S). We feel 
that this is of interest beoause our application of this 
theory points out some Important implications of the 
theory•
In view of the recent publications (cf. [3] and [5]) 
with extensive bibliographies in this area of mathematics 
and the basic nature of our results, we find it desirable 
to make our presentation as self-contained as possible.
In one Instance In our general discussions (e.g. top 
of page 20), we refer to ideas in anticipation of a 
publication by W. G. Franzen and P. Porcelli, where they 
will appear with more detail.
CHAPTER II 
DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 
In this chapter we establish our principal result 
(Theorem 2,2), We first present an extension of the Hahn 
Decomposition Theorem and establish a theorem that shows 
when weak and norm convergence are equivalent for 
elementary sequences of funotions In H(X,S). Since we are 
only Interested in Integrating simple functions, the 
integrals may be taken either in the S- or L- sense (cf.[l]).
Definition 3.1. If (X,S) is a set algebra, f is in 
H(X,S), and e > 0, then the statement that: 1) EeS is an
e-positive set with respect to f in (X,S) means V“(f,E) >
-e and V+(f,X - E) < e and 2) the pair (ET^ET) is an 
e-decomposltion with respect to f in (X,S) means E* is an 
e-posltive set with respect to f and E“ = X - E+i
Lemma 3.1. If f is in H(X,S) and e > 0 then there 
exists an e-decomposition with respect to f in (X,S).
Proof. There exists EeS such that V+(f,X) - f(E) < 
e; (E,X - E) is an e-decomposltion.
It is readily seen that there is, in general, no Hahn 
decomposition with respect to f (i.e. the preceding Lemma 
is, in general, not true if e =0), for instance, let X 
be the set of positive integers, EeS If and only if one of
E and X - E Is finite, and feH(X,S) such that f(E) =
2 ( - 2 ) -n . 
neE
Definition 8.2. If (X,S) is a set algebra and y is a 
real valued function on X, then the statement that y is an 
(X,S)-simple funotlon means 1) the range of y is a finite 
set and 2) if r is a real number then [xeX; y(x) = r]sS.
If geH(X,S), the sequenoe of (XtS)-slmple functions 
oonverges in g-measure if for e > 0 and d > 0 there exists 
a positive integer N suoh that m > N and n > N imply 
v(g,[x;Iym(X ) - yn (x)| > e]) < d. Also, if gsH(X,S), y is 
a (X,S)-slmple funotlon with range R, and EeS, then /Eydg
denotes the number 2 r»g(E*[x; y(x) = r]). We note that
reR
if y is a (X,S)-simple function, geH(X,S), and h(E) =
/Eydg for EeS, then heH(X,S) and h Is absolutely continuous 
with respect to g.
Lemma 2.2. Let (X,S) be a set algebra, geH(X,S), y 
be a (X,S)-simple function, and, for each EeS, let h(E) = 
/E ydg and g(E) = V(g,E). Then V(h,E) = /E |y|dg for each 
EeS.
Proof. Let [r^; i < n] be an enumeration of the range
of y, Ejl = [x; y(x) = r f o r  i < n, and y^x) = 1 if xeEĵ
and y^(x) = 0  otherwise. Then y = 2 r^y. and V(h,E) =
i<n
2 V(h,E.E1) = 2 IrJVte.E-E*) = i;Ty|dg.
i<n 1 i<n 1
The following theorem is due to P. Porcelli and the
author. While we use only the necessity part of the theorem
In the proof of Thooron 3.2, wo present the theorem and a
proof In Its entirety, since It Is of Interest In Itself.
Theorem 8.1. If (yn) Is a sequence of (X,S) - simple
funotions, geH(X,S), and h^E) = ^ y ttdg for EeS, then
11m V d ^  - = 0 lf» only If, 1) the sequence {I*}
m,n
oonverges weakly In H(X,S), and 2) the sequenoe {yn} con­
verges In g-measure.
Proof. Neoesslty. The g-measure convergence of the 
sequenoe {ym } Is an Immediate oonsequence of Lemma 2.2 (I.e. 
e > 0 Implies V d ^  - h^X) * lym - yn ldS 2 « * V(g,[x; |ym
(x) - y (x)| > t])for each pair (m,n) of positive Integers).
Sufficiency. Assume conditions one and two are satis­
fied and 11m Vdi^ - h^X) £ 0. Then there exists e > 0 
nt i xi
such that for each positive Integer n there exists a posi­
tive integer m greater than n such that V d ^  - h^X) > 20e 
which Implies that there exists EeS such that |hm(E) - 
hn(E)| > lOe. Let E^.n = [x; |ym(x) - yn(x)| > e/ (V(g,X)
♦ 1)]. For d > 0 there exists, by 2), a positive Integer 
N such that m > n > N Implies V(g,E^n ) < d. If each of m 
and n Is a positive integer and EeS then Jh^E) - h^E)] <
l;* - ^  ' ^ n '  + ' y . ^ L 7"]"61 « |h» <E^ . » ) *
M E,Em,n)l + e* Therefore, llfem - h^)(E-Enj^n) I > |(hm - 
hn )(E)I - e. Let n^ = 1. There exists m1 > and Fm^ 
eS such that K h ^  - bni)^Fmi > 10e whlch implies
> 9e* Let kl = ^  ^  811(1
Hg = Qj s Thsrs exists ng > m^ suoh that
m > n * n8 implies Kh,,, - 1^) (H2) | < e end V(gp ) • I I  ymi|| 
♦ llynill) < e'3”1 where || yn l| = lub|yn (x)|. There exists 
b8 > Bg w a  Pn8>ng (S suoh that l(hmg - ^,2 )(^2>n2-Fm2,ns >l
> 9t. Let k2 = h ^  - and 02 = V n 8 *Fm2,n2!(J2 =
(Gg - Hg) + Gg'Hg and Hg = Hg.Gg + (Hg - Gg). If |kg(Gg - 
Hg)| > 4e then |kg(Gg + Hg)| > |kg(Gg - Hg)| - |kg(Hg)|
> 3e; otherwise, |kg(Gg•Hg)| > 4e and |kg(Kg - Gg)| > 
|kg(Hg*Gg)| - lkg(Hg)| > 3e. In the former case, |k^(Hg +
^ | (Hs) | - Ik^(Gg - Hg) | > 9e - e‘2"1; in the latter
case, Ik^Hg - Gg)| > |k^(H«g) | - |k^(H2• G-g) | > 9e - e'2-1.
If |kg(Gg - Hg)| > 4e, let H3 = Hg + Gg; otherwise, let
H3 = Hg - Gg. Repeating this process inductively, we find
sequences (m^ and £ip} of positive Integers such that
np < mp < np+l, m > n > np implies 1(1^ - hn )(Hp )| < e
and V(g,E^n )*max.[ I y^lj + [ y ^  ||; i < p] < e*2"(p_1\
and 1 < p implies |k«(H_.t )| > 3e - £ e*2“J > 2e.
T  1 J<p-2
This is a contradiction to weak convergence (cf. [2]).
Definition 2.3. If (X,S) is a set algebra and EeS,
then (E,E»S) denotes the set algebra (E,T) where T = [E*F;
FeS].
Theorem 2.2. If (X,S) is a set algebra and each of f 
and g is in H(X,S), then there exist uniquely h and s in 
H(X,S) such that
1) h is absolutely continuous with respect to g,
a) s la singular with respsot to g,
3) f = h + a, fluid
4) E in S implies V(f,E) = V(h,E) ♦ V(s,E).
Moreover, there exists a sequenoe {yn} of (X,S)-slmpl©
funotions whioh oonverges in g-measure and suoh that if 
h^E) = for eaoh EeS then lin V(h - hn ,X) = 0.
Proof. Let n be a positive integer and en = 8“ n̂+1 .̂ 
There exists an en-pflu*tition with respect to g in
(X,S) and an en-partition with respect to f in
<x„s). Let V  = V V .  V "  = V ’V -  V *  =
V V *  and E n "  = V * V -
Let g and f be restricted to (Ê 1++,EL++*S) and let
Ujj’*"*’ be an en-posltlve set for f - 2ng in (En++,En++*S),
be an en-positive set for f - [(411 - l)*2“n ]g In
(V*’* “ un++»(En++ “ un++)#s)» % ++ be 0X1 ^-positive 
set for f - [(i - l)*2~n ]g in (H1++,H1++‘S), where H1++ = 
En++ - + f0r 4n > i > 1, and E ^ J  =
En++ - CUn++ +4n^ ^ 3 .  If E C ^ ~ ,  then -en < f(E) < 
2"n *g(E) + en , and if E C E ^  for 1 < i < 4°, then f(E) - 
[(i - 1)»2”n ]g(E) > -en and f(E) - [l*2“n ]g(E) < en . 
Therefore, E E ^ J  for 1 < I £ 4n implies |f(E) - [ (i - 1)» 
2"n ]g(E) | < 2“n * |g(E) | + en . Similarly E C U ^  implies 
f(E) - 2ng(E) > -en and -en < g(E) which, in turn, imply 
Ig(E) | < max.[en ,(en + f(E))»2"n ], Let Ln++ = En+‘f - 
UT)++. V/e repeat the preceding for g and -f restricted 
to (E^-.E^^S), -g and f restricted to (E”+,E"+»s), and
0
-g sad -f restricted to (E ,E“‘**S). Let Un = Un++ +
un+” ♦ V * + V  “ • hi = x - V  «** yn = J 4n (1 - 1J-
2-n[0(I^+J) - - O(E^-J) + 0(I^"J)], where C(E)(x)
= 1 If xeE, and C(E)(x) = 0 otherwise.
For EeS, let h^E) = feYn&&» ®n^E  ̂ 3 f(K«Un ), and fn 
= hn + sn , so that |f(E) - fn(E)| = |(f(E«Ln ) + f(E»Un )) - 
(!!„(£) + 8n (E))| = If(E'Ln) - jfeyndg| < £ n[|f(E-I^) -
4 ” ^E"BY,+Jyna6l + lf(E,Iii,i) '
/e .E,,;^®! + ff(E*En7I) - /E-«4*I3rndel] * 2'n V(8*X) +
4n+l• en = 2-n (V(g,X) + 2_1). Therefore, 11m V(f -fn,X) =
n
0. Moreover, 11m V(g»U ) = 0 since E C U n impliesn
|g(E)| < 4en + (4en ♦ V(f,X))*2"n and V(fn ,E) = Vfh^E) +
V(sn ,E) for EeS.
The remainder of the proof consists in showing that
11m V(s - sn,X) = 0. Let us assume this and show how the 
m,n
proof is completed. Under this assumption there exists
uniquely an element s in H(X,S) such that lim V(s - sn ,X)
n
= 0 and, moreover, s is singular with respect to g on
(X,S), (lim V(g,Un ) = 0 and lim V(s,X - Un ) = 0). Consequent- 
n
ly 11m V(h^ - 11 = 0 wh*0h Implies there exists uniquelyn
an element h in H(X,S) such that lim V(h - h^X) = 0 and,
n
moreover, h is absolutely continuous with respect to g 
since for each n, hR is absolutely continuous with respect 
to g.
Turning now to the proof of our assumption, we note
that V(sm - 8n,X) = V(f,Uin - Un ) ♦ V(f,Un - Um ) =
V(f,Um *I^) + V ^ U jj*!^). Beoause of symmetry, it is
sufficient to suppose m > n. Under this supposition we
shall first show lim V^fjU^I^) = 0 and then use it to
m,n
show lim (f,Un *Lm ) = 0. 
m,n
Let us first note that )•(!!& +
En"” )) < em + en for eaoh pair (m,n) of positive integers.
Let E C U m++»Lta++. This implies -em < f(E), (a) 
f(E)-2mg(E) > -em, and (b) f(E)-2ng(E) < en which imply 
(al) -em + 2mg(E) < f(E) and (b1) f(E) < 2ng(E) + en 
which imply (c) (2m - 2n )g(u) < en + em; (b1 ) and (c) 
imply f(E) < 2n(en + em )*(2m - 211)”1 + ®n < 2en + em . 
Therefore, V(f,Um++*Lfa++) < 2(en + em ). Likewise, each 
of V(f,Um+“,Ln+“ ), V(f,Un'+-Ln-+), and V t f.VL,,--) Is 
less than or equal to 2(en + em ).
Let ECE^++*Ln"+. This implies -em < f(E), -em
< g(E) < en , and f(E) + 2ng(E) < en which imply -em < f(E)
< en - 2ng(E) < en + 2nem. Therefore, V(f,Em++*Ln~+) < 
en + (2n + l)em . Likewise, each of V(f ,Ê n_+*Ln'f+), 
V(f,E^n+”*Ln ), and V(f,E^ •Ln+”) is less than or equal 
to en + (2n + l)em .
Now, V U ^ - I * )  = V(f,(Um++ + Um"+ + Um+~ + UB~).
+ V + + V ’ + V " ) )  = + V(f,Um+ + -
O '  + * V(f,Um" + - V + ) + V(f,(Um ++ +
‘V" + V>> + v<f.<u,r+' + V ),(Ln++ + V+» + 
v (f -um+‘ ,Ln+"> + V ( f . V - V ' >  + v ( f . V ,Lh+' )  +
£ 10(en + em ) ♦ 4(8n + ^  + 1 )em ) =
14e + (2n+2 + 14)6,,, < 4“ (n-l). Therefore, lim V f f . U - L j
n m m,n
s 0 for m > n.
We shall now show that if e > 0 then there exists a 
positive integer N sueh that m > n > N implies 
< e. Assume this is false. Then there exists e > 0 and 
a sequence pairs of positive integers such
that 1) n± < < n1+1, 2) 4”nl < e*2”2 (this implies
4— (mi—x ) < 4“ni < e*2“^ +1  ̂ for each positive integer
1), and 3) VCf.U^-L^) > e. Let ^  *1 = Kr
and F1+1 = K1+1 - 2 K y  V(f,F1 ) > e and V(f,F1+1) =
V(f,K.+1) - 2 V (f,kT _ * F ,) > e - 2 e*2“ (j+1) > e-2"1 since
1 J<i 1+1 J J<i
Ki+1*P, U„ ~ *L . This implies V(f, 2 F,) = 2 V(f,F.)
1 x J ni+l J<i J J<i J
> e*(l + 1)*2"1 which contradicts that f is bounded.
The measure convergence of the sequence {yn} follows 
from the norm convergence of the sequence . This
completes a proof of Theorem 2.2.
We have shown that the sequence {y^ converges in g- 
measure. It is possible that in our construction no sub­
sequence of {yn } will converge almost everywhere. In fact, 
the following example, shows that even less is true. Let 
X be the set of non-negative integers, EeS If and only 
if one of E and X - E is a finite subset of the positive
integers, f(E) » 2 2"*, g(E) = 2 4”1, and y_(l) =
ieE-[o] ieE-C0] n
2 if 1 < 1 < n and y (1) = 2n otherwise* lim y (0) = oo.
” n nHenoe, in this example, if {z } is a subsequence of (yn)
and {Ej} ia a sequence of alamanta of S such that V(g,EA )
= 0 for aaoh positive Integer 1, than thara exists an
element x In X - EE- such that 11m z does not exist
1 n n
(I.e. thara does not exist a real number r such that 11m
n
zn (x) = r). Of course, this situation (or pathology) 
disappears If (X,3) Is a sigma algebra and g Is completely 
additive. We note that, In this example, it Is possible 
to redefine the sequenoe {y^ in order to get pointwlse 
convergence (i.e. let yn (i) = 21 If 1 < 1 < 8^n+2  ̂ and 
yn(i) = 0 otherwise).
Corollary 2.2.1. (Radon-Nikodym). If In addition to 
the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2. (X,S) Is a sigma algebra and 
g is completely additive on S then there exista a sub­
sequence {zn) of (yn) and a g-summable function z such
that 1) lim z (x) = z(x) a.e. and 2) h(E) = /^zdg for 
n
for E in S, where, in accordance with Theorem 2.2, h is
the absolutely continuous part of f with respeot to g.
The proof of the corollary follows readily since lim
_ m,n
V(hffl - h^,X) = 0 implies lira ^  I — yn |dg = 0,^where
g(E) = V(g,E) for each E in S.
CHAPTER III
AN ALTERNATE PROOF OF THE DECOMPOSITION THEORIMI
One may also show the norm convergence of the 
sequences {hj^ and (sn) in a less direct but instructive 
way. We shall outline this procedure. As background for 
what follows, we refer the reader to P. Porcelli's paper 
on weak convergence in H(X,S)(cf.[2]).
Theorem 3.1. Let (fn) be a sequence of elements of 
H(X,S) such that if {g^ is a subsequence of {fn} and e >
0, then there exists a h in H(X,S) and a subsequence 
of {g^ such that VdtjjjE) < V(h,E) + e for each positive 
Integer n and each E in S. Then (f*n) contains a weakly 
convergent subsequence.
Proof. Using a diagonalization process, we obtain a 
subsequence {g^ of {Tn} and a sequence {t^} of elements 
of H(X,S) such that if E is in S and m > n, then VCg^E)
< Vfh^E) + n"1. Let (X,F) be the set algebra generated 
by the finite subsets of the parameter set induced by the 
subspace of H(X,S) generated by the sequence {gR} It is 
implicit in the proof of Theorem 3.1 of Porcelli's paper
1(X,F) is (f) as defined in section 3 of 
Porcelli's paper, by a parameter set we mean a collection 
of elements of S obtained as in section 2 of the same paper.
13
that weak oonvergenoe for a subsequence {kj,} of {g^} 1b
equivalent to the existence of lim E k (E,) for eaoh
n 1>1 n 1
sequence {E^} of pairwise disjoint elements of F (i.e.
for weak convergence we need not, in general, consider
all of S); since F is countable, we diagonallze {g^ to
obtain a subsequence {kp} of {g^ such that lim (E)
n
exists for each E in F. We shall now show that the
condition for weak convergence is satisfied by (k^. Let
{Ej} be a sequence of pairwise disjoint elements of F.
e > 0 Implies there exist positive integers t,u, and V
such that 1) t < V, 2) 8 ‘t"1 < e, 3) Z V(h.,E ) < e'8”1 ,
l>u z 1 / . \
and 4) m and n > V Imply Jkm(E1) - ) | < e*2"' '
for i < u. If each of m and n is greater than V then
| Z k (E.) - Z k (E. ) | < £ |k (E. ) - k (E ) | +
l > l m 1 1>1 n 1 i<u 1
Z V (k , E. ) + Z V (k , E, ) < Z e'2”'1+i; + 2(t'x +
i>u m 1 i>u ^  1 " i<u
Z V(h.,E.)) < e. Therefore, the sequence k_ Is weakly 
l>u 1 1 "
convergent.
The proof given of Theorem 3.1 points out the sig­
nificance of the fact that for separable subspaces of 
H(X,S), weak convergence is determined on a countable sub­
algebra of (X,S).
Corollary 3.3.1. Let {h^} be a sequence of elements 
of H(X,S) such that there exists a f in H(X,S) such that 
if e > 0 then there exists a positive integer N such that 
n > N and E in S imply V(hn »E) < V(f,E) + e. Then (h^ 
contains a weakly convergent subsequence.
Corollary 3.1.2. The sequence {h^ defined in Theorem 
2.2 contains a weakly convergent subsequence.
Corollary 3.1.3. If (X,S) is a sat algebra, {E^} is 
a sequenoe of elements of 3, geH(X,S), and fn (E) = g(E*E^) 
for eaoh E in S then {fn} contains a weakly convergent
subsequenoe {f } .
HPBy Theorem 2.1, the sequenoe {f } is norm convergent
Pif and only if the sequenoe {C(^^} of characteristic 
funotions converges in g-measure on (X,S). It is easy to 
give examples where no subsequence of {0(15̂ )} converges 
in g-measure.
One can prove direotly that the sequenoe (yn) defined 
in Theorem 2.2 converges in g-measure. This combined with 
Corollary 3.1.2. and Theorem 2.1 will complete an alternate 
proof of the norm convergence of the sequences { hQ} and 
(sn ) (the convergence of the full sequences follows from 
the uniqueness of the decomposition).
CHAPTER IV 
A NOTE ON ABSTRACT INTEGRATION 
The principal purpose of this chapter is to distinguish 
between the basic nature of S-type (Stieltjes) and L-type 
(Lebesgue) Integration with respect to a finitely additive 
set function (measure). Interest in these types of in­
tegration was given impetus by the fundamental represen­
tation theorem of Hildebrandt-Fichtenholz-and Kantorovitch 
(cf.[l]), and, since that time, a considerable amount of 
work has been done with these Integrals along the lines of 
developing a formal theory and as a powerful analytic tool 
in the study of linear spaces.
In the case of the formal theory, the usual practice 
has been to start with a set algebra (ring) Instead of a 
sigma algebra (ring) and define both of the integrals in 
this basic setting. (This is natural since the "integrator" 
need not be completely additive and, at any rate, on a 
sigma algebra the two Integrals are, for essentially bounded 
function, Identical). This procedure has worked well for 
the S-integral; however, for the L-integral a great deal 
of difficulty arises. For example, in this primitive 
setting, the L-integral (in general) is neither an
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absolutely continuous, nor a linear, nor a homogeneous 
operation. These difficulties, and the faot that, for a 
formal theory, no one of the three usual ways that the 
class of measurable functions can be defined is any more 
desirable than the others [in general, each yields a 
class of measurable functions distinct from the others], 
reflect the artificiality inherent in the usual ways of 
defining the class of measurable functions.
We use a fourth olass of function (called continuous) 
and, by considering the relationships between these four 
classes, establish a theorem (Theorem 4.2) that, in effect, 
says the natural setting of the L-tvne integral is a sigma 
algebra. Also, we show that the class of continuous 
functions (which Includes the various -types of bounded 
measurable functions) can be characterized entirely in 
terms of the S-integral (Theorem 4.1), and this, together 
with the definition of continuity, implies that the natural 
setting of the S-type Integral is a set algebra. We 
conclude the chapter by deriving a necessary and sufficient 
condition, in the case of a set algebra, in order that each 
continuous function belong to at least one of the classes 
of measurable functions and show, by example, that a set 
algebra need not be a sigma algebra in order to satisfy 
this condition.
There are many ways in which a maximal proper ideal,
J L O
in S, can be characterized and, for the purpose of this
paper, we will use two characterizations: 1) a proper
ideal J in S is maximal if and only if EeS implies one,
and only one, of E and E1 = X - EeJ, and 2) a subset J
of S is a maximal proper ideal if and only if there exists
(uniquely) geH(X,S) such that g(E) = 0 if EeJ and g(E) =
1 if E^J. If g has the properties of 2) we say that g
is a two valued Jump funotlon. For the definitions of
the S- and L-type Integrals see [l] or [*]. All functions
considered in this paper are assumed to be real valued.
Definition 4.1. If f is a function on X, then f is
said to be an (X,S)-continuous function if, for each e > 0
there exists a partition {E^ } ” of X such that EjsS
and O ^ E . )  < e for i < n where 0(f,E.) = lub |f(x) -
x,yeE.
f(y)| (i.e. 0(f,E) denotes the oscillation of f on E). The 
collection of (X,S)-continuous functions is denoted by 
C(X,S).
Theorem 4.1. Let (X,S) be a set algebra and let f
be a function on X. Then f is an (X,S)-continuous function
if and only if s/xfdg exists for each geH(X,S).
Proof. We will show that if f is not (X,S)-continuous
then there exists a two valued Jump function g on S such
that s/^fdg does not exist. If, for e > 0, we let
D(f,S,e) = [EeS; if 18 a partition of E in
S(l.e. E, eS for 1 < n), then lub 0(f,E. ) > e], then,1 “ 1
feC(X,S) If ond only If D(f,S,e) = 0 for e > 0. Suppose 
there exists e > 0 such that D(f,S,e) + 0. Let I denote 
the set of Ideals In S such that Jel and EeJ Imply 
E' = X - EeD(f,S,e). There exists Jel which is maximal 
with respect to lnoluslon. Suppose there exists EeS such
that each of E and E'iJ. Then each of K and K^, the
Ideals generated by J and E and J and E* respectively (i.e. 
FeK if and only if there exist GeJ and HeS such that 
F = G + H*E), is a proper ideal in S which contains J as a 
proper subset. Therefore, each of K and K-̂ il and there 
exist FeK and F^eK^ such that each of F* and F^'iD(f,S,e) 
which imply each of E'»F' and E*F^'|D(f,S,e); however, 
each of E'*F and E«F^eJ. But, X = E + E1 = E*F^ +
E-F^ + E'«F + E ’»F' = (E*FX + E' *F) + (E’F ^  + E'^F'),
(E#F1 + E'.F)eJ and (E*F^' + E'*F')tD (f,S,e). This 
contradiction shows our supposition that J is not a 
maximal proper ideal in S is false. There exists geH(X,S) 
such that g(E) = 0 if EeJ and g(E) = 1 if E^J; s/xfdg 
does not exist.
Remark. Perhaps it is of Interest to note that, in a 
sense, Theorem 4.1 is on extension to the general case of 
the classical theorem which states that a function f on the 
interval [a,b] is continuous if and only if the Stieltjes 
integral exists for every function g of bounded
variation on [a,b]. Also, we note that, regarding C(X,S)
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as a linear-normed-oomplete space, C(X,S) is isomorphically 
isometric to the space of topologically continuous 
functions on£(S), where/6(S) is the space of ultrafilters 
associated with S (i.e. the Stone-Cech type compactificatlon 
of (X,S)). Finally, we see that a function f on X is in 
C(X,S) if and only if there exists a sequence {fj) of 
(X,S)-simple functions such that 11m || f - f. || = 11m (lub 
|f(x) - ft(x)|) =0.
Definition 4.2. If (X,S) is a set algebra, then
1) M(X,S) = [f on X; - oo< a < b < oo => f-1(a,b)eS],
f“1 (a,b) = [xeX; a < f(x) < b],
2) LM(X ,S ) = [f on X; -oo< a < b < oo => f"*[a,b)eS],
f_1[a,b) = [xeX; a < f(x) < b],
3) RM(X ,S) = [f on X; -oo< a < b < oo => f-1 (a,b] S],
f”l(a,b] = [xeX; a < f(x) < b],
4) G(X) = [f on X; || f|J = lub |f(x)| < oo], and
xeX
5) m(X,S) = g(X)*M(X,S), Dn(X,S) = G(X)*U^(X,S), and 
Rm(X,S) = G(X)-RM(X,S).
The following two lemmas follow readily from Definition
4.2.
Lemma 4.1. Let (X,S) be a set algebra. Then
l) if I0 a finite collection of pairwise disjoint
subsets of X and Z E eS then either E. eS for i<n ori<n 1
there exist at least two indices i and J such that each of 
Ei and E $S,
2) each of m(X,S), Lm(X,S), and Rm(X,S) la a subset of 
C(X,S),
3) If feM(X,S) and P la a real number then f~*(P)eS,
4) M(X,S) = LM(X,S)»RM(X,S), and
5) If f la a function on X, then feM(X,S), IH(X,S), or
RM(X,S) If and only If i^emU.S), Imi(S,S), or Rm(X,S)
respectively for each positive Integer n where f^x) = 
f(x) If |f(x )| < n and fn (x) = n*f(x)•| f ( x ) | I f  |f(x)| > 
n.
Lemma 4.2. If (X,S) Is a sigma algebra, then
1) M(X,S) = LM(X,S) = RK(X,S), and
2) m(X,S) = C(X,S).
Proof of 2). If feC(X,S), then there exists a sequence
{fn} of (X,S)-slmple functions such that 11 f — fn l| < n” ;̂
a < b Implies f-1(a,b) = Z TT f. *(a + j"1, b - J *).
J>1 i>J 1Theorem 4.2. Let (X,S) be a set algebra, m = m(X,S),
Lm = Lm(X,S), Rm = Rm(X,S), and C = C(X,S). Then C = m =
Lm = Rm If and only If (X,S) Is a sigma algebra. Moreover, 
If (X,S) Is not a sigma algebra Lm + Rm, mcLm, m ^  Rm, and
+ 4=each of Lm and Rm Is a proper subset of C.
Proof. If (X,S) Is not a sigma algebra then there 
exists a sequence {Ê } of pairwise disjoint elements of S 
such that £E^S. Let f^(X) = 2“* If xeE^ and fL(x) = 0 
If xeX - £E^ and let fR = -f^; f^eLm - Rm and fReRm - Lm 
(feLM(X,S) If and only If -feRM(X.S)).
Definition 4.3. If (X,S) is a set algebra, then by 
the statement that S has property Q we mean that if {Ê } 
is non-decreasing in S (i.e. E^eS and for i > 1),
{P^} is non-deoreasing in S, and EE^’EF^ = ©, then at least 
one of EE^ and EF^ is in S.
Lemma 4.3. Let (X,3) be a set algebra and let S have 
property Q,. Then
1) if {Ej} is non-increasing in S, {F^} is non-decreasing 
in S, and there exists a positive integer J such that
Ej «£F^ = © then at least one of TTe  ̂ and EF^eS, and
2) if {Ej} is non-increasing in S, {Fj} is non-increasing 
in S, and there exists a positive integer J such that 
Ej *TTf i = © then at least one of TTEi and TTF^eS.
Proof. 1) Let = E^ - E^, {g }̂ is non-decreasing 
in S, EG^’EF^ = 0, and T T ^  = EJ “ EGi (TT%eS if and only 
if EG^S).
2) TTf1 = (TTFiJ-Ej' = TT(F1*Ej'). Let G1 = F^Ej* and 
Hi = EJ " El» Ĝî  *8 non-increasing in S, {Hj} is non­
decreasing in S, TTg  ̂= TTf1# EHjl = E - TTe^, and
J
G *SH. = ©.1 i
Lemma 4.4. Let (X,S) be a set algebra f S have property 
Q, and feC(X,S). Then
1) if each of (a,b) and (c,d) is a segment and (a,b)#
(c,d) = ©, then at least one of f ^ ^ b )  and f”1 (o,d)eS,
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2) If o$Caib]» then at least one of f“*(c) and f"^(a,h)eSf
3) If c | P, then at least one of f"1 (o) and f“*(P)eS,
4) If c | P and e > 0 Implies there exists (a,b) such 
that |P — a| < e, |P - b| < e, and f"*(a,b)4s, then 
f”^(c)eS, and
5) if Pi[c,d] and e > 0 implies there exists (a,b) such 
that |P - a| < e, |P - b| < e and f"^(a,b)^S, then f"*(c,d)
eS.
Proof. Since feC(X,S), there exists a sequence f^
of (X,S)-simple functions such that 11 f — f^J < (2(i + l))”2
which implies f”1(a + 2"1 [(i - l)"1 + i"1], b - 2"1
C(i - l)”1 + I”1]) f1”1(a + i”1, b - i_1) f**1 (a +
2”1[i-1 + (i + l)"1], b - 2~1[i-1 + (i + l)"1])? this
implies {f^-1(a + i"1, b - i"1-)} is non-decreasing in S
and 2f^“^(a + i \  b - i"^) = f^(a,b). The preceding,
together with property Q, shows l). To get %) we note that
f”1(c) = TTf -1(c - l-1, c + l”1) = TTEn where 5^ =
TJtr1 (c - l”\  c + i” )̂ and then apply Lemma 4.3 - 1 to 
l<n . .
{Ejj} is non-increasing In S and {f^ (a + i , b - i )}
is non-decreasing in S. .'e get 3) in a similar fashion
from 4 . 3 - 2  and 4) and 5) follow from 2) and 1).
Lemma 4.5. Let (X,3) be a set algebra, S have property
Q, and f£C(X,S) - Lm(X,S). Then there exists uniquely
a point F such that 1) f"^(P)iS and 2) -oo < a < P implies
f ^ a . P ^ S .
Proof. There exists [e,d) such that f'^Cc^J^S.
We want to find a point P which has properties considered 
In Lemma 4.4. If f“l(e)4s, Let P = c; suppose f"*(c)eS; 
then f ^ c . d U S ,  If f”1 (2”1[c + d])is, let 2~1[c + d] =
P; otherwise, exactly one of f ^ c ,  2_1[o + d]) and 
f“l(2“'l[c + d],d)$S (Lemma 4.4 - 1), denote that one by 
(c^,d^) and repeat the preceding Inductively. If there 
exists a positive Integer 1 such that f"1(2“1[c1 + d^D^S, 
fine; otherwise, let P = TT[c^,d^]. It Is Impossible that 
c < P < d since c < P < d would Imply f"^[c,d) * X -
[f (~OQc) + f_1(d) + f“l(d,oo )]eS (Lemma 4.4). If P = d,
then f”1(c)eS (Lemma 4.4) which Implies f“^(c,P)^S which,
In turn, implies f~1(P,oo)eS (Lemma 4.4) and thus f-1(P) = 
(X - [f_1(-oo ,c) + f“1(c) + f-l(P,oo)]) - f-^c.PUs 
Lemma 4.1 - 1). If P = c, let e be a number less than P.
Then f-1(e,d) = X - kf^f-cD ,e) + f 1(e) + f-l(d) +
f^fdjOO ) ]eS which Implies f!(e,P) = f^(e,d) - f-1[P,d)^S 
(P = 0, Lemma 4.1 - 1) which, in turn, Implies f_1(P,d)eS 
(Lemma 4.4 - 1) and thus f-1(P) = f"*[P,d) - f"1(P,d)4s.
The lemma now follows from Lemma 4.4.
Remark. Since feRm(X,S) If and only if -feLm(X,S) 
we have a dual result for feC(X,S) - Rm(X,S) (I.e. there 
exists uniquely a point P such that f”*(P)iS and b > P 
implies f_1(P,b)^S).
Theorem 4.3. Let (X,S) be a set algebra. Then C(X,S)
Lm(X,S) + Rm(X,S) if and only if S has property Q.
Proof. If S has property Q and feC(X,S) - Lm(X,S)
then Lemma 4.5 and the remark which follows Lemma 4.5
imply feRm(X,S). If S does not have property Q then there
exist sequences {Ej,} non-decreasing in S and {Pj} non-
decreasing in S such that EE^*£F^ = 0 and each of EEj,
and Let f(x) = 1 if xeE],, f(x) = 2“* if 1 > 1
and xeE. - Z E , f(x) = -1 if xeF, , f(x) = -(2"1 ) if 
J<1 Ji > 1 and xeF« - Z F., and f(x) = 0 If xeX = £(E. + F, );
J<i J 1
feC(X,S) - [Lm(X,S) + Rm(X,S)].
We conclude with an example to show that the property 
of being a sigma algebra (while sufficient) is not necessary 
in order that S have property Q. Let I be the set of 
positive integers, let EeT If and only if ECI, let J be 
a maximal proper Ideal in T, let X = I + [o], and let EeS 
if and only if one of E and X - EeJ (i.e. we add 0 to the 
elements of T - J). (X,S) is a set algebra which Is not
a sigma algebra and such that S does have property Q.
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